In these delightful pleasant groves,

Henry Purcell (1658-1695)
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pipe, pipe and dance, dance and laugh, laugh, laugh, laugh, laugh, laugh and sing, laugh, laugh, laugh and sing, laugh
pipe, pipe and dance, dance and laugh, laugh, laugh, laugh and sing, laugh
pipe, pipe and dance, dance and laugh, laugh, laugh, laugh and sing, laugh
pipe, pipe and dance, dance and laugh, laugh, laugh, laugh and sing, laugh
laugh and sing; thus, thus, thus ev'ry happy, happy living thing
laugh and sing; thus, thus, thus ev'ry happy, happy living thing
laugh and sing; thus, thus, thus ev'ry happy, happy living thing
laugh and sing; thus, thus, thus ev'ry happy, happy living thing
revels in the cheerful spring, revels in the cheerful spring, revels in the cheerful spring, revels in the cheerful spring, revels in the cheerful spring.